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Growing With Westock 
WeStock was launched in 2019 to help brands use their best asset to open

more accounts, their audience. Our founder recognized the importance of

helping brands understand the significance of measuring where customers

shopped and how impactful that data was to retail buyers. 

Since launching we have grown from just a handful of brands to now over

400 brands who use our service. But, out of those 400 brands about 80%

of them do under a million dollars in sales each year. We have been

shocked by the results our smaller brand partners have had just from a

handful of product requests. Once a brand has access to consumer data it

allows them to visualize their top products, retailers, and even what

regions they should be focusing on. 

But some brands want to know before joining what it's like to be a new

brand on the platform. What is the benefit they can get out of it even

though they are just starting out?
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Our Mission  
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We get told by brands constantly that they simply don’t have the fan following
behind them to be able to benefit from our WeStock tools. The fear of not
having a strong enough brand community is understandable but, we wanted to
show that every brand can benefit from their shoppers no matter their size.
 
 We gave ourselves a goal that in twenty-one days we would come up with an
idea for a brand, hire a designer to bring it to life, then create all social media
platforms to finalize our brand so we could begin advertising. We wanted to see
how fast we could grow our audience, capture requests, and use that data to
“open” retail accounts. 

As a team, we had thrown around a few ideas for our potential product. We all
liked the idea of a beverage and something nostalgic. So we agreed that an
alcoholic juice pouch for adults would be perfect, and something that we
wanted to buy ourselves. We thought that having a 90's theme would fit the
packaging well and this got us excited to start developing. We created a 90's
themed playlist and pulled colorful block prints for our packaging. There were a
few iconic names thrown out there like "smalls" but we ended up with Loser. The
potential to grow our brand community and call them "Losers" would be unique
and make them feel a part of something special. We also loved the challenge of
empowering a negative word and turning it into the fixture of our brand
community. 

Aware that there was going to be a lot of work that went into this experiment
we were excited to give it a try and see what we could learn from the
challenge.  
 

https://www.westock.io/blog-1/what-exactly-is-a-brand-community-and-why-is-it-important


We knew that our product had a specific market and voice behind it which made it
easier to build out our vision. Growing a social media following in limited time took
some work but once we figured out our audience we began to see the numbers
climb. 

Consistency is key, we found that the more you interact with accounts the
likelihood of them following you is higher. Finding your niche is also important, for us
it was alcoholic beverage review pages. Once they followed us we most likely saw
similar accounts that followed them also turned around and followed us. In just the
two weeks that we were actively focusing on growth, we were able to reach a
following of seven hundred Instagram followers. Because we spent two weeks on
this we used paid ads to help us reach more people. 
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Developing Loser

Insight found in your Instagram is a great tool because it allows
you to understand the breakdown of your followers. You can see
age, gender, states and even track what your overall following
ratio is daily. 

 



Budget

So how much did we spend per day on advertising? The first week we spent $10
a day on ads then we spent 30 dollars a day for 3 days. We only spent on ads
because we did not have an existing audience. If we even have a few hundred
followers from our prior efforts then we would have focused on those
customers. If you have under 1,000 followers right now, that is more than
enough to get started and see results. 
 
The cost for our designer who allowed our vision to come to life cost us a total
of $2,800. She created 3 kinds of logos, 3 different product images, 1 group
shot of the products, and a variety of lifestyle images where our product was
placed in some iconic shots from the nineties. In total we spent $2,960 on
advertising / design. 
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Capturing Data
Once we had our social media pages, product images, and a voice behind our
brand we were able to make our message clear. Posting content and ads that
were shaped around letting followers know that if they wanted to see our
products in their local retailers they could click the link in our bio that allowed
them to request our products. From there it allowed us to look at our dashboard
and understand the demographic breakdown of where the product was most
popular.   
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Customers used our request form to let us know where they 
 wanted to see Loser next. Then we were able to go and look at
our dashboard which showed us our total request and break
down of all our data. 

 



Leveraging Data
So how do you leverage this data to open new retail accounts? 
 
The reason why data is so important is so that we can better understand where
real-life shoppers want to see our product and quantify demand for our brand.
With Loser, it was important to understand what our top states were so that we
could target the correct store and find the right buyer. After we had collected
223 consumer requests we had our team design a one-pager that summarized
all of our findings, allowing us to send it to buyers so that they could see the
benefit of consumer data.  
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Branded data reports allow you to
customize your request and organize it
accordingly so that when you go into
your next buyer meeting you're one
step ahead.  If you want to learn more
about crafting your pitch to retail
buyers, click HERE. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtRbCYzTe50&t=2997s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtRbCYzTe50&t=2997s


End Results  
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The goal of this experiment was for us to be able to understand from the brand
side why it’s so important to have a strong brand community and utilize our
customers so that we can benefit from them and open new accounts.

Taking the time to look at our requests and top stores allowed us to see where
we would do well if we opened up accounts in that location. It also focused our
sales team on where to spend their sales efforts and allowed us to introduce
data into our buyer pitch. 

Retail buyers for most chain stores will not accept your product just based on
the taste and branding, they want to see data that support them bringing in a
new item. 

Although this was an experiment we wanted to have some good come out of it,
so for every request that was made we donated a dollar to Stomp Out Bullying. 

As for WeStock, we took this opportunity to learn more about our product and
how our data can be better used to help more brands! We hope these findings
make your decision to join WeStock easier and we look forward to working with
you. 

 
To watch our full video you can click here! 

https://youtu.be/YFxb_LOFTx8
https://youtu.be/YFxb_LOFTx8

